The hybrid boundary-integral equation and finite-element method (BIE/FEM) is efficient for signal/power integrity analysis of multiple vias in a shared antipad (labeled as compact vias) in an arbitrarily shaped power/ground plate pair. According to field distribution between the parallel plate pair, the computation domain of plate pair is decomposed into via domains and plate domain by using a domain decomposition approach. The higher order modes in the proximity of the antipads, which attenuate exponentially along the propagating direction and are confined in the via domains, are calculated by 3-D FEM. On the other hand, in the region outside the via domains, namely, the plate domain, only the zeroorder parallel plate modes need to be considered. The network parameters of the plate domain are solved by the boundary-integral method. By enforcing the field continuity conditions along with the segmentation interfaces between via domains and plate domain, the connection of the multi-mode networks of via domains and the impedance matrix of plate domain yields the S-parameter of the entire plate pair, which characterizes the complete noise coupling path from one via structure to another one. The accuracy and efficiency of the hybrid method are verified by comparing with a commercial full-wave solver.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vias are extensively used in multilayer high-speed printed circuit boards (PCBs) or packages to connect signal traces on different layers or connect devices to power and ground planes [1] - [3] . As common discontinuities, vias may result in mismatch, crosstalk, mode conversion, and other severe signal/power integrity issues in a signal link path with the higher clock frequencies and faster edge rates. In addition, vias may also excite resonant modes of the plate-pair structure, resulting in potential electromagnetic interference (EMI) by edge radiations. Therefore, accurate and efficient modeling the electromagnetic behavior of vias in parallel plates plays
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A large number of methodologies have been explored in the past years to model traditional via structures where a single via is concentrically located in a circular antipad. In traditional via structures, coaxial transverse electromagnetic (TEM) mode is usually assumed to act as the port source to excite the parallel plate pair. Equivalent circuit models, including physics based via circuit model [4] - [6] and intrinsic via circuit model [7] , [8] , were developed to model the interaction between via and plates for signal/power integrity analysis of multilayer PCBs. The intrinsic via circuit model, which is further extended from the physics-based via circuit model by a rigorous electromagnetic analysis, can approximate via-plate-pair interaction at higher frequencies.
In addition, semi-analytical approaches, such as conventional multiple scattering (CMS) method [9] - [12] and generalized multiple scattering (GMS) method [13] , were proposed for traditional via structures modeling. And GMS method, which is regarded as development of the CMS method for dense vias in an arbitrarily shaped plate pair by considering axially anisotropic modes, can be extended from via modeling to power integrity analysis of power/ground planes loaded with dielectric rods or photonic crystals and decoupling capacitors [14] .
However, high-speed, high-density, compact electronic systems demand novel via structures to realize higher integrations of functionalities. Compact via structure, in which multiple vias sharing an irregular antipad, enables high density trace routings and thus is becoming more and more popular in multilayer PCBs and packages, especially for high-speed differential signaling interconnects [15] , [16] . As there are no analytical expressions to describe the field distribution on the irregularly-shaped antipad, modeling of these compact via structures becomes a challenge.
To overcome this issue, in [17] and [18] , multiple scattering method have been applied for analysis of multiple vias sharing an irregular antipad. The Foldy-Lax approach proposed in [17] , is restricted to either an infinitely-large or a finite circular plate pair, and is extended to model compact vias structures on irregular parallel plate pair in [18] . On the other hand, a hybrid 3-D/2-D FEM is introduced to deal with these compact via structures [19] . By a domain decomposition approach, the computation domain is decomposed into via domain solved by 3-D FEM and plate domain solved by 2-D FEM. Recently, a hybrid 2-D/Q-2D FETD method is proposed for the analysis of power/ground plate pair with multiple vias sharing an irregular antipad [20] . The complicated higher order modes in via domains are analyzed by a Q-2D FETD method, and the fundamental mode in the plate-pair domain is calculated by a 2-D FETD solver. For both the methods proposed in [19] and [20] , the plate domain is discretized into many triangular meshes for 2-D FEM or 2-D FETD modeling.
In this paper, a hybrid BIE/FEM approach is proposed for the analysis of multiple vias sharing a single antipad in an arbitrarily shaped plate pair. It extends the study in [19] by applying the domain decomposition approach and 3-D FEM for via domain. After separating via domain from the plate domain by virtual interfaces, a series of lumped ports is assigned on the virtual interfaces to make the via domain become independent multimode network. Each via domain is modeled by the 3-D FEM as a multimode network composed of TEM mode waveguide ports at top/bottom antipad interfaces and vertical lumped ports on the virtual segmentation interfaces. The intrinsic property of via structure is characterized by the independent multimode network. Coupling path among various via structures is represented by parallel plate domain which is dominated by TM Z 00 modes, and plate pair impedance matrix Z pp is efficiently calculated by the boundary-integral equation method. By enforcing the field continuity conditions along the virtual segmentation interfaces, integration of network of each domain leads to the final S parameter of coupling among different via ports.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 2-D static FEM is firstly proposed for tangential E of TEM modes on antipads and a 3-D FEM formulation based on triangular prism elements is used to describe the complicated fields in via domains. Then boundary-integral equation for arbitrarily shaped plate domain is derived. In Section III, several representative examples are shown to validate the proposed algorithm. Its accuracy and efficiency are addressed by comparing the results with those obtained by commercial software. Finally, conclusions and discussions are made at the end of this paper.
II. HYBRID BOUNDARY-INTEGRAL EQUATION AND FINITE-ELEMENT METHOD FOR COMPACT VIAS ON IRREGULAR PLATE PAIR
Without lossing generosity, Fig. 1 gives an example of three compact via structures in an arbitrarily shaped plate pair for hybrid BIE/FEM analysis. By domain decomposition approach, three virtual interfaces A , B and C are set between via domains and the plate domain. And the edge boundary of the arbitrarily shaped plate pair is denoted as out .
A. VIA DOMAINS BY 3-D FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
For a via domain as shown in Fig. 2 , the magnetic fields, H, need to satisfy the following functional,
where V denotes the volume of via domain which includes both the substrate between two plates and the top/bottom via holes, and surfaces S t , S b , S h denote the top, bottom antipads and parallel plate virtual interface, respectively. Note that the interface S h is 2-D surface along C in Fig. 1 between top and bottom plates. Parallel plate virtual interface S h is discretized into many rectangle segments and each segment is set to be a parallel plate mode whose horizontal magnetic field H i t and vertical electric field E i z are approximately constant due to electrically small height hand a little distance away from via structures. So lumped port voltage V i and current I i on segment i are defined as
where w i is the width of lumped port i. Assuming lumped port
Although there are no analytical expressions for field distributions in an irregular antipad with multiple vias, it is still acceptable to assume only TEM modes on the antipad due to its electrically small feature. 2-D FEM is adopted to calculate the potential of the corresponding TEM modes on S t and S b , which satisfies the following functional,
where the computational domain S can be S t or S b . As an example shown in Fig. 3 , for the case of two vias in a shared antipad, it can be regarded as a three-conductor transmission line which supports two independent TEM modes. Either two single-ended or mixed modes can be used to categorize these two TEM modes. First, these two TEM modes can be termed as two single-ended TEM modes associated with each via separately. Via1-based TEM mode denotes the one where the potential is set to be one on via 1 and the potential zero on via 2, and vice versa for via2-based TEM mode, respectively. On the other hand, the differential (odd) and common (even) modes can also be used to categorize these two TEM modes by setting the corresponding potential conditions on via 1 and via 2, respectively. The potential ∅ in the functional (5) can be solved by standard 2-D FEM detailed in [21] .
Assuming there are M s triangles on the specific antipad S, the electric field can be obtained from the potential distribution and further expressed in terms of edge-based basis functions as,
where N i (x, y) is the i-th vector edge-based basis function on the q-th triangle, and
where d i and L i (x, y) are the i-th edge length and the i-th area coordinates defined in the top or bottom triangle in the antipad and according to the property of edge elements [21] , the expansion coefficient E q i can be obtained as
From (6), we can obtain the magnetic field in the antipad S as
where the normalized normal vector n of the antipad S is pointed into the plate pair; η s = η 0 √ ε r is the wave impedance in the dielectric of the antipad; and η 0 = 120π ohms.
Complicated fields in the via domains is described by 3-D FEM formulation based on triangular prism elements as shown in Fig. 4 . The magnetic field in (1) can be expressed as where N e is the prims number in via domain, a e i is the i-th unknown coefficient associated with thei-th basis function in the e-th prism, B e i (x, y, z), which is written as
where c is the height of the prism and N i (x, y) is the i-th edge-based basis function given in (7). Substituting (10) and (11) into (1) and following the regular procedure of finite element analysis in [21] , it can be obtained that
where a e = a e 1 , a e 2 , . . . ,a e
T , and N h is segments number on S h . The 3-by-3 element matrix B q for a triangle element is
where S q is the area of the q-th triangle on the specific antipad, and
where S l is the area of the l-th lumped port on parallel plate virtual interface, and S l is vertical surface of the e-th prism. Note that on the virtual interface S h , mesh element is converted from a 3-D triangular prism to 2-D one. There are only vertical electric fields and horizontal magnetic fields on S h . Furthermore, the horizontal magnetic fields are invariant along the vertical direction because the separation of the plates is electrically small. So the expansion coefficients should be set as: a e 7 = 0, a e 8 = 0, a e 9 = 0; a e 1 = a e 4 , a e 2 = a e 5 , a e 3 = a e 6 . And the 9-by-9 element matrix K e [19] is
where the corresponding 3-by-3 sub-matrices are defined as
Note that the TEM modes are defined at the ports in the antipad. Assuming the via number is N v and the number of rectangle segments on S h is N h , the via domain can be described as a (N v + N h )-port network whose admittance of Y ij can be extracted,
where H S i is the magnetic field of Port i which is defined on the antipad or one segment of parallel plate virtual interface S h . For port on antipad, H S i can be obtained by (9) . For port on virtual interface, H S i = 1 η s n×E z . And H is the calculated magnetic fields on the same antipad or segment of S h from the 3-D FEM analysis. Repeating (21) for all the ports, the admittance matrix of a via domain can be obtained as 
where V t,b,p and I t,b,p are modal voltage and current vectors for the top, bottom, parallel lumped ports, respectively.
B. IMPEDANCE MATRIX FOR AN IRREGULAR PLATE PAIR BY BOUNDARY-INTEGRAL EQUATION METHOD
To consider the coupling between different via domains on any arbitrarily shaped plate pair, a boundary-integral equation method is introduced herein to obtain impedance matrix Z pp of the plate domain. As shown in Fig. 1 , the boundary includes the virtual interface between via domains and the plate domain in = A + B + C and the edge of the VOLUME 7, 2019 plate pair out . The equivalent electric and magnetic currents are distributed on in . Usually, the separation of the parallel plates h is electrically small. Therefore, the edge boundary out can be approximated as a PMC boundary. According to the equivalence principle, the magnetic current or the vertical electric field is assumed to be unknown sources for the scattered waves from the edge boundary out .
The radiated electric field inside of the plate domain due to the equivalent electric current J z can be expressed as
And the radiated electric field due to the equivalent magnetic current on in and out , M t = E z e z × n, can be written as
where ∇ is the gradient operator of the observation point r and n is the normal vector of the source point r . So the total electric fields are
Substituting (23) and (24) into (25), an integral equation is derived to relate J z and E z as
The integral equation (26) can be solved by the method of moments (MoM) procedures described in [22] . The virtual interface in is discretized into N h segments and the edge of the plate pair out is discretized into (N a − N h ) segments. So the total number of the segments on the boundary is N a . Then constant pulse functions defined on each segment are used as the basis functions to expand the unknowns J z and E z as
e n n (r)
where the pulse function is defined as n (r) = 1, r n-th segment 0, otherwise (29) j n and e n are the expansion coefficients of J z and E z on the n-th segment. Following point-matching procedure results in
where j is a N h × 1 matrix and e is a N a × 1 matrix. Z E and Z M are MoM matrices. Z E is a N a ×N h matrix whose element can be calculated by
where γ = 1.781072418, w n is the width of n-th segment, and r mn = |r m − r n |. Z M is a N a × N a matrix and its element is obtained as
where n is the nomal vector of the n-th segment, and r m is the center of the m-th segment,r mn = (r m − r n ) |r m − r n |. According to the port voltage (2) and current definition (3) on each segment of the virtual interface S h . J z and E z can be linked by
where V p and I p are N h × 1 matrices. And the N h × N h matrix Z pp is parallel plate impedance matrix which characterizes the coupling between different via domains on plate pair. Substituting (2) and (3) into (30) yields
where V out is a (N a − N h ) × 1 matrix, which is the voltage vector calculated by E z on the edge boundary out . The new matrices Z E−new and Z M −new can be written as
Substituting (33) into (34) yields
And the impedance matrix Z pp can be obtained from (37). For the completeness, the derivations of boundary-integral equation method to evaluate Z pp for a PEC boundary are provided herein. For a cavity enclosed by a PEC boundary out , the integral equation is expressed as
With the similar derivations to the PMC boundary, the impedance matrix Z pp can be obtained from (39).
59398 VOLUME 7, 2019 where I out is a (N a − N h ) × 1 matrix, which is the current vector calculated by the equivalent current J z on the PEC boundary out . Z E−pec is a N a × N a matrix and its element is obtained as
Z M −pec is a N a × N h matrix and its element is obtained as 
C. INTEGRATION OF S-PARAMETERS OF VIA AND PLATE DOMAINS
The admittance matrix of via domain, which has been calculated by (21) , can be converted to S-parameter matrix [23] . And the parallel plate impedance matrix Z pp , which has been obtained from (37), can also be converted to S-parameter matrix. Then, the S-parameter matrix of via domain and plate domain need to be connected by analytical assembly method described in [24] - [26] or using spice files to characterize the noise coupling among vias and make corresponding signal/power integrity analysis. . Note that the virtual interface is 3h away from the outer boundaries of the antipads based on the criterion in [19] . Therefore, the higher order modes can be safely neglected outside the virtual interface.
Between the top and bottom plates is the substrate with a relative permittivity of 4.4 and a tangent loss of 0.02. As shown in Fig. 6 , two single ended ports are defined and associated with two signal vias in top and bottom antipads, respectively. In addition, parallel lumped ports are set along the virtual interface where each port is with a width according to surface meshing and a height of 15 mils from the bottom plate to the top plate. The Y matrix of the total via and lumped ports of the via domain is modeled by 3-D FEM. Fig. 5 provides two different board configurations of the via structure given in Fig. 6 . The difference between the Case 2 and the Case 1 is that the second via structure is rotated counter-clockwise 45 degree. The combined S-parameter of the via domains is same in these two cases, which is derived from S-parameter matrix calculated by 3-D FEM. The different configurations of plate domain are described by the plate-pair impedance matrix Z pp which is calculated by boundary-integral equation method. Case 1 and Case 2 have also been simulated by a commercial software named high-frequency structure simulator (HFSS) where four edges of the plate pair are set to be PMC boundary conditions. To facilitate the comparison of the results by either HFSS or the hybrid BIE/FEM method, indices of the single-ended and mixed-mode ports are provided in the Fig. 7 . Fig. 8(a) and (b) compare the reflection and insertion loss of the third singled-end port by HFSS and the hybrid BIE/FEM method. Good agreements have been observed. Moreover, the insertion loss and phases of both differential and common-modes for the first differential pair of vias are provided in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . Obviously, both magnitudes and phases between the results by HFSS and the hybrid BIE/FEM method agree very well. Mode-conversion is an important parameter to characterize performance of differential signaling. Fig. 11 compares the mode-conversion from differential-mode to common-mode in the first differential pair of vias. It can be seen again that the hybrid BIE/FEM method can match to HFSS very well.
The efficiency of the hybrid BIE/FEM method is expected to be high when compared with full-wave solvers. For the example in Fig. 5(a) with 401 sampling frequencies, it took about 98 seconds by a MATLAB-based code of the hybrid method while HFSS spent 411 seconds. All the calculations for validations were conducted on a machine with an AMD Ryzen 7 2700X Eight-Core Processor 3.7 GHz, and 16 GB RAM.
The hybrid BIE/FEM method has the advantage of the domain decomposition approach. Thus, the via domain and plate domain are characterized by network parameters, respectively. And the signal link path is divided into three fundamental elements of electromagnetic compatibility: the aggressor, the coupling path and the victim. Moreover, the hybrid BIE/FEM method is dealing with an arbitrarily shaped plate pair, which is more practical in design for optimization of via layout.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an efficient hybrid BIE/FEM has been proposed for analysis of compact via structures in an arbitrarily shaped plate pair. By a domain decomposition approach, the plate pair is decomposed into several via domains enclosed by virtual interfaces where fields are complicated due to mode conversions and an arbitrarily shaped plate domain where only propagating parallel plate modes exist. 3-D FEM is used to model the complicated mode conversions from TEM modes to parallel plate modes and calculate the network parameter matrix of each via domain. On the other hand, boundary-integral equation method is developed to obtain the S-parameter of the parallel ports in the plate domain.
By enforcing the boundary conditions along the virtual interfaces, all the S-parameters of via domains are linked to the S-parameter of the plate pair to get the final S-parameters of coupling among different via ports. The proposed method has been validated by comparing the results with full-wave simulations. It has been demonstrated that the hybrid BIE/FEM method is very efficient, flexible and accurate for modeling arbitrarily shaped parallel plate pair with compact via structures.
